
SEO?
Search Engine Optimisation

Imagine you have just acquired
a brand new web site - er
brand new web cat!



You want web kitty to grow up healthy

and strong AND if possible to give you

a return on your care and attention.
So, you groom your little web
cat to keep it healthy, give it

plenty of attention to socialise
it and play with it, to keep it

active and interested.

You CHERISH it

This means giving it fresh
interesting content and reasons

for readers to return.



And you feed your web cat, er web site

If you want your web
cat to be just a

household pet, or an
enjoyable hobby, you
don’t worry too much
about what you feed to

it, as long as it’s
healthy food and not
too much junk. But if
you want your web
kitty to grow up big

and strong and to
become a show winner,
it needs to have a good

deal of healthy food
that you are going to

have to provide - to go
fishing for. The food
your web kitty needs

to become a show
winner is called

LINKS and you need
to go out searching to
find these fishy links

for your web cat.



Catching fish links

You may catch a lot of fish links to
feed to your cat or only a few. The
more fish links you catch and feed
to your cat, the bigger it will grow.



The Web Welfare Inspector
will come along to GOGGLE
Your web cat if you are
very successful!

They will want to know if you are looking after it
properly, by interacting with it and taking care of it

(giving it fresh content and keeping it interesting). They
will even look at its name and whether it’s appropriate for
the class of the show you want to enter your cat for (exact

match domain). They will also want to know if you are
feeding it properly. NOT stuffing it, when you think of it
but drip feeding it regularly with proper food. Do those
fish links you are giving it contain protein (exact match

links), fat (url links) and carbohydrates and fibre
(“rubbish” type links with “click here” or “see this”.). Is
your web kitty getting its proper share of vitamins and
minerals (facebook likes and twitter tweets, Reddit and

any other social bookmarks).



If you name your web kitty right, socialise
it, feed it fishing links with vitamins and

minerals, it might grow up to achieve
TIGER status on the first page of Goggle!


